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Your Yearly Relationship Report
This report will give you an in-depth look at some of your personal relationships over a period of time,
usually one year, but sometimes longer depending upon what you requested. Each person in your life that
you wanted to know about has his or her own section that tells how he or she will relate to you in the given
time period. Thus, if you had asked to do three different people for a certain year, you will have a section
for each person. In a similar manner, all the people for one particular year will be in the same major
section. If you have more than one year, there will be chapters in this report based upon each of the years.
The years go by your age. So, if you are currently 45 years old and had asked for two years of reports, there
will be a chapter for Age 45 and one for Age 46, and within each of those chapters will be a section for
each person on your list of Friends that you wanted your report for.
The Connections between You
The method that we use to determine influences and compatibility between people uses what we call
Connections. These connections usually have planetary names, such as Mercury, Venus, Mars, etc. But
some have other names like Displacement, Result, or Environment. In all cases, the connection between
you and someone else is derived from their relationship to you in the current year’s cards. Every
connection will be explained as they occur so you do not need to understand this system in order to benefit
from this report.
These yearly influences between you and those you know are important. You can find that one year you are
very compatible with someone and then it changes dramatically after your next birthday. Another common
example is where someone is playing a prominent role in your life but then just sort of fades away as the
year ends. Both these examples can be explained by the yearly relationship influences. It is definitely
helpful to know what these influences are ahead of time. It is good, however, to keep in mind that you have
life-long influences with everyone in your life, which are, in most respects, more important and more
powerful than the yearly influences that come and go. This report intentionally does not touch upon these
but you should be aware of them nonetheless. If you would like to learn more about your life-long
connections with others, you can read the book, Love Cards, or get a regular relationship report where you
got this one.
Regular verses Underlying Card Connections
Sometimes you will have connections with someone that come from a connection to them as an Underlying
Card. This can be often or not at all. Underlying Card connections are not quite as strong or powerful as the
regular connections. As you read about the connections you have with each person on your list, keep this in
mind. Having a regular connection with someone is a much greater influence and gives a much stronger
probability that the two of you will have some important interactions in the given year. There is no way to
determine exactly how less significant the Underlying Card connections are, but they are. We hope you
enjoy this report. We think you will find it insightful, accurate, and helpful in your understanding of the
influence of others in your life.
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Relationship Connections for Tom Cruise Age 44 with Katie Holmes born 12/18/1978
Katie is an Environment Card to You This Year
Our yearly Environment Card is always perceived as a blessing of some sort.
Anyone that we have a lot of involvement with who is also our Environment Card
for the year will appear to us to be a source of many good things. Katie is likely to
be supportive in many ways to whatever you are doing this year, making this one
of the best connections you can have in a yearly reading. The exact nature of how
Katie gives to you and supports you will be defined by your specific kind of
relationship. All relationship types benefit from this influence, however. In
business, Katie could be a source of much financial gain and support. This can
also occur in marriage. If Katie is your spouse, this would be an indication of
them making more money this year. In a friendship relationship the kind of
support you receive from Katie could be of many kinds. Its always good to
express your gratitude for such people in your life. That gratitude causes the
blessings to mulitply.
Key Phrases for this Connection
Katie is a helpful and benefical influence in my life this year on many levels.
I am grateful for the help, support, and protection Katie affords me this year.

( There are 2 of these connections. )
You are Moon to Katie This Year
(This connection comes from an Underlying Card and thus is less impactful than
the regular connections for the year.)
During this year, one of your cards falls into a Moon position in relationship to
Katie. First and foremost, this connection guarantees a certain amount of
compatibility and intimacy. You will enjoy talking with Katie and find that you
have a greater interest in herself than usual. This connection also puts you in a
somewhat feminine position in relationship to Katie. What this means is that she
may feel like leading you more and that you will find yourself following herself
in certain ways. This should be fine for both of you, however, as the closeness
you share has mutual rewards. Sometimes a person who we are Moon to can show
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us new directions for our life, or open up new possibilities for us. In return, we
give them our attention and appreciation and by doing so we have a beautiful
exchange of energies. Regardless of what sort of relationship you have with
Katie, it will benefit from this connection if you both simply allow the energy to
flow. Your lifetime connections with Katie will also play a role in your
relationship as they always do. But this connection brings a period of greater ease
between you and heightened communication along with the possibility of greater
intimacy.
Key Phrases for this Connection
Katie is opening up new vistas for me for which I am very grateful.
I enjoy my communications with Katie.
I am encouraged to offer my support to Katie in whatever way seems appropriate.

( There are 3 of these connections. )
Katie is Venus to You This Year
(This connection comes from an Underlying Card and thus is less impactful than
the regular connections for the year.)
The fact that Katie falls in a Venus position in relationship to you this year is a
very good sign that the two of you will enjoy being together this year in whatever
capacity you find yourselves in. This connection guarantees a certain amount of
compatibility and ease of being together and would even help mitigate other
connections between you that may be difficult.
Katie may also play an important role during your Venus period. Check the other
cards present at that time to determine just what that role may involve. Mostly it
depends upon what kind of relationship the two of you have. If this is a romantic
relationship, you could not ask for a better influence for love, marriage or
romance. This connection would be considered to be a good omen for future
development. If this is just friends, family or business you will discover that
things go more smoothly between you and that you enjoy being with Katie more
than usual. Whatever activities the two of you may be involved in, things will
tend to go more smoothly and you will enjoy the time spent together. In business,
this connection also tends to cause more financial success in activities you are
both involved in. No matter what the exact nature of your relationship with Katie,
you will find that things will go smoother between you and that you are more
likely to have fun together.
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( There are 2 of these connections. )
Katie is Jupiter to You This Year
(This connection comes from an Underlying Card and thus is less impactful than
the regular connections for the year.)
Having Katie as a Jupiter influence in your cards this year is a good omen for you.
Jupiter is generally considered one of the best influences and benefits all areas,
but especially finances. Depending upon the nature of your relationship with
Katie, this could have several desirable outcomes. First of all, this connection
helps with how well you get along with Katie this year. She will feel more gently
disposed to you this year as well as encouraged to be helpful to you. You may
find that the two of you seem to click more and seem to have more in common. If
the nature of your relationship allows it, Katie will be financially helpful to you.
If she is either a spouse or a business partner, you could see some definite
financial rewards coming to you through their actions or support. For example, if
Katie is your spouse, this connection is a very strong indicator of them having a
lot of financial success, which ultimately benefits you at the same time. She could
even offer sound financial advice or direction. Since she is essentially Jupiter to
you this entire year, follow their direction whenever possible and make sure you
let herself know that you are appreciative of her efforts. Your other cards in your
Jupiter period may indicate specific areas that Katie's involvement may benefit
you. And she will mostly likely have some important role this year during your
Jupiter period. Even if Katie is just a friend or family member their influence will
be beneficial to you in many ways this year. All in all, this is a connection to be
thankful for as will definitely help you in one or more important ways.
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